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Reptiles 7s  

A  

AGAMIDS AADGIMS AGAMID, Old World lizard [n] 

ANGUINE AEGINNU resembling snake [adj] 

ASPISES AEIPSSS ASPIS, aspic (asp (venomous snake)) [n] 

 

Reptiles 7s  

B 

BONEBED BBDEENO area containing dinosaur fossils [n -S] 

 

Reptiles 7s  

C 

CAIMANS AACIMNS CAIMAN, tropical reptile [n] 

CALIPEE ACEEILP edible part of turtle [n -S] 

CAYMANS AACMNSY CAYMAN, caiman (tropical reptile) [n] 

COOTERS CEOORST COOTER, turtle [n] 

 

Reptiles 7s  

D 

DIAPSID ADDIIPS reptile with two pairs of temporal openings in skull [n -S] 

 

Reptiles 7s  

E 

EELIEST EEEILST EELY, resembling eel, snakelike fish [adj] 

EELLIKE EEEIKLL resembling eel, snakelike fish [adj] 

ELAPIDS ADEILPS ELAPID, venomous snake [n] 

ELAPINE AEEILNP pertaining to family of snakes [adj] 

ENVENOM EEMNNOV to put venom (poisonous secretion of certain animals) into [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

Reptiles 7s  

F 

 

Reptiles 7s  

G 

GAVIALS AAGILSV GAVIAL, large reptile (any of class of cold-blooded, air-breathing vertebrates) [n] 

GECKOES CEEGKOS GECKO, small lizard (any of suborder of reptiles) [n] 

GHARIAL AAGHILR large reptile (any of class of cold-blooded, air-breathing vertebrates) [n -S] 

GOANNAS AAGNNOS GOANNA, large monitor lizard [n] 

 

Reptiles 7s  

H 

HOGNOSE EGHNOOS nonvenomous snake [n -S] 

 

Reptiles 7s  

I 

IGUANAS AAGINSU IGUANA, tropical lizard [n] 

IGUANID ADGIINU long-tailed lizard [n -S] 
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Reptiles 7s  

J 

 

Reptiles 7s  

K 

 

Reptiles 7s  

L 

LIZARDS ADILRSZ LIZARD, any of suborder of reptiles [n] 

 

Reptiles 7s  

M 

MASCOTS ACMOSST MASCOT, person, animal, or object believed to bring good luck [n] 

MOLOCHS CHLMOOS MOLOCH, spiny lizard [n] 

MOLTERS ELMORST MOLTER, one that molts (to cast off outer covering) [n] 

MOULTED DELMOTU MOULT, to molt (to cast off outer covering) [v] 

MOULTER ELMORTU molter (one that molts (to cast off outer covering)) [n -S] 

MUGGARS AGGMRSU MUGGAR, mugger (large Asian crocodile) [n] 

MUGGERS EGGMRSU MUGGER, large Asian crocodile [n] 

MUGGURS GGMRSUU MUGGUR, mugger (large Asian crocodile) [n] 

 

Reptiles 7s  

N 

 

Reptiles 7s  

O 

OVARIAL AAILORV ovarian (pertaining to ovary (female reproductive gland)) [adj] 

OVARIAN AAINORV pertaining to ovary (female reproductive gland) [adj] 

OVARIES AEIORSV OVARY, female reproductive gland [n] 

OVICIDE CDEIIOV agent that kills eggs [n -S] 

OVIDUCT CDIOTUV tube through which ova travel from ovary [n -S] 

OVIPARA AAIOPRV egg-laying animals [n OVIPARA] 

OVISACS ACIOSSV OVISAC, sac containing ovum or ova [n] 

OVULARY ALORUVY OVULE, rudimentary seed [adj] 

OVULATE AELOTUV to produce ova [v -D, -TING, -S] 

 

Reptiles 7s  

P 

PREMOLT ELMOPRT preceding molt [adj] 

PYTHONS HNOPSTY PYTHON, large snake [n] 

 

Reptiles 7s  

Q 

 

Reptiles 7s  

R 
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RATTLER AELRRTT one that rattles (to make quick succession of short, sharp sounds) [n -S] 

REPTILE EEILPRT any of class of cold-blooded, air-breathing vertebrates [n -S] 

RIDLEYS DEILRSY RIDLEY, sea turtle [n] 

 

Reptiles 7s  

S 

SAURIAN AAINRSU any of suborder of reptiles [n -S] 

SERPENT EENPRST snake [n -S] 

SNAKIER AEIKNRS SNAKEY, snaky (resembling snake) [adj] / SNAKY [adj] 

SNAKILY AIKLNSY SNAKY, resembling snake [adv] 

SNAKING AGIKNNS SNAKE, to move like snake (limbless reptile) [v] 

SNAKISH AHIKNSS resembling snake [adj] 

 

Reptiles 7s  

T 

TAIPANS AAINPST TAIPAN, venomous snake [n] 

TUATARA AAARTTU large reptile (any of class of cold-blooded, air-breathing vertebrates) [n -S] 

TUATERA AAERTTU tuatara (large reptile (any of class of cold-blooded, air-breathing vertebrates)) [n -S] 

TURTLED DELRTTU TURTLE, to catch turtles (tortoises) [v] 

TURTLER ELRRTTU one that turtles (to catch turtles (tortoises)) [n -S] 

TURTLES ELRSTTU TURTLE, to catch turtles (tortoises) [v] 

 

Reptiles 7s  

U 

 

Reptiles 7s  

V 

VENENES EEENNSV VENENE, venin (toxin found in snake venom) [n] 

VENINES EEINNSV VENINE, venin (toxin found in snake venom) [n] 

VENOMED DEEMNOV VENOM, to inject with venom (poisonous secretion of certain animals) [v] 

VENOMER EEMNORV one that venoms (to inject with venom (poisonous secretion of certain animals)) [n -S] 

 

Reptiles 7s  

W 

 

Reptiles 7s  

X 

 

Reptiles 7s  

Y 

 

Reptiles 7s  

Z 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Reptiles 8s  
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A 

ACRODONT ACDNOORT animal having rootless teeth [n -S] 

ALLOSAUR AALLORSU large dinosaur (one of group of extinct reptiles) [n -S] 

ANACONDA AAACDNNO large snake [n -S] 

 

Reptiles 8s  

B 

BAROSAUR AABORRSU large dinosaur (one of group of extinct reptiles) [n -S] 

BASILISK ABIIKLSS fabled serpent [n -S] 

 

Reptiles 8s  

C 

CALIPASH AACHILPS edible part of turtle [n -ES] 

CALLIPEE ACEEILLP calipee (edible part of turtle) [n -S] 

CERASTES ACEERSST  venomous snake [n CERASTES] 

COLUBRID BCDILORU any of large family of snakes [n -S] 

CYNODONT CDNNOOTY type of fossil reptile [n -S] 

 

Reptiles 8s  

D 

DINOSAUR ADINORSU one of group of early reptiles [n -S] 

 

Reptiles 8s  

E 

 

Reptiles 8s  

F 

FANGLIKE AEFGIKLN FANG, long, pointed tooth [adj] 

 

Reptiles 8s  

G 

 

Reptiles 8s  

H 

HATTERIA AAEHIRTT reptile (any of class of cold-blooded, air-breathing vertebrates) [n -S] 

HAWKBILL ABHIKLLW sea turtle [n -S] 

 

Reptiles 8s  

I 

IGUANIAN AAGIINNU lizard related to iguana [n -S] 

 

Reptiles 8s  

J 

 

Reptiles 8s  

K 
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Reptiles 8s  

L 

LACERTID ACDEILRT type of lizard (any of suborder of reptiles) [n -S] 

 

Reptiles 8s  

M 

MAIASAUR AAAIMRSU herbivorous dinosaur [n -S] 

MESOSAUR AEMORSSU extinct aquatic reptile [n -S] 

MOSASAUR AAMORSSU extinct lizard [n -S] 

 

Reptiles 8s  

N 

 

Reptiles 8s  

O 

OPHIDIAN ADHIINOP snake [n -S] 

 

Reptiles 8s  

P 

PLASTRAL AALLPRST PLASTRON, part of shell of turtle [adj] 

PLASTRON ALNOPRST part of shell of turtle [n -S]  

PLASTRUM ALMPRSTU plastron (part of shell of turtle) [n -S] 

PYTHONIC CHINOPTY PYTHON, large snake [adj] 

 

Reptiles 8s  

Q 

 

Reptiles 8s  

R 

REPTILIA AEIILPRT buildings for housing reptiles [n] 

RINGHALS AGHILNRS venomous snake [n -ES] 

RINGTAIL AGIILNRT animal having tail with ringlike markings [n -S] 

RINKHALS AHIKLNRS ringhals (venomous snake) [n -ES] 

 

Reptiles 8s  

S 

SAUROPOD ADOOPRSU any of suborder of large dinosaurs [n -S] 

SCINCOID CCDIINOS one of family of smooth, short-limbed lizards [n -S] 

SLOWWORM LMOORSWW European lizard having no legs [n -S] 

SNAKEPIT AEIKNPST psychiatric hospital [n -S] 

SNAKIEST AEIKNSST SNAKEY, snaky (resembling snake) [adj] / SNAKY [adj] 

SQUAMATE AAEMQSTU any of order of reptiles [n -S] 

SYNAPSID ADINPSSY one of group of extinct reptiles [n -S] 

 

Reptiles 8s  

T 

TERRAPIN AEINPRRT North American tortoise [n -S] 
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THEROPOD DEHOOPRT carnivorous dinosaur [n -S] 

TORTOISE EIOORSTT any of order of reptiles having body enclosed in bony shell [n -S] 

TURTLING GILNRTTU act of one that turtles [n -S] / TURTLE, to catch turtles (tortoises) [v] 

 

Reptiles 8s  

U 

UROBORIC BCIOORRU UROBOROS, circular symbol of snake or dragon swallowing its own tail [adj] 

UROBOROS BOOORRSU  circular symbol of snake or dragon swallowing its own tail [n -ES] 

 

Reptiles 8s  

V 

VENOMING EGIMNNOV VENOM, to inject with venom (poisonous secretion of certain animals) [v] 

VENOMOUS EMNOOSUV poisonous [adj] 

VIPERINE EEIINPRV VIPER, venomous snake [adj] 

VIPERISH EHIIPRSV VIPER, venomous snake [adj] 

VIPEROUS EIOPRSUV VIPER, venomous snake [adj] 

 

Reptiles 8s  

W 

WHIPTAIL AHIILPTW lizard having long, slender tail [n -S] 

 

Reptiles 8s  

X 

 

Reptiles 8s  

Y 

 

Reptiles 8s  

Z 

ZOMBIISM BIIMMOSZ system of beliefs connected with West African snake god [n -S] 
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